CNA is a leader in assessment, monitoring, and evaluation (AM&E) for the security sector. For more than 15 years, we have conducted programmatic and strategic AM&E projects for U.S. government agencies, including the Department of State, Department of Defense, and U.S. Coast Guard.

**CNA’s AM&E Expertise**

Deep country, regional, and security sector knowledge combined with technical expertise in statistics and mixed methods analytics

**CNA’S AM&E Approach**

Rigorous, empirical analysis, field research to collect primary source data, and proprietary tools to help decision-makers understand how programs, policies, and other factors affect progress toward the achievement of objectives

**CNA’S AM&E Experience**

Field work in nearly 40 countries spanning every global region, encompassing strategic competition, counterterrorism, maritime and border security, civilian harm mitigation, institutional capacity building, and disinformation

**CNA’S AM&E Products**

Monitoring tools, baseline capacity and capability assessments, logic models, an Excel-based data-management and communication tool (CNA’s Partner Progress Report), and written assessments and evaluations at different levels of classification

---

**RECENT AM&E PROJECTS**

- Assessing the Will to Fight (2023–present)
- Evaluation of Maritime Security Cooperation in Southeast Asia (2023–present)
- Formative Evaluation of Civilian Harm Mitigation in Security Cooperation (2023–present)
- AM&E of the State Department’s Central American Maritime Regional Initiative (2017–present)
- Assessment of the Information War Between Russia and Ukraine (2022–2023)
- Strategic Evaluation of Security Cooperation with Northern Triangle Partners (2022–2023)
- Evaluation of Security Cooperation and Strategic Technology Transfer (2021–2022)
RECENT AM&E PROJECTS (CONT’D)

- Assessment of the South Asia Strategy (2018)
- Independent Assessment of U.S. Government Efforts to Counter Russia’s Disinformation and Malign Influence (2016)

ABOUT CNA

CNA is a nonprofit research and analysis organization dedicated to the safety and security of the nation. It operates the Center for Naval Analyses — the federally funded research and development center (FFRDC) of the Department of the Navy — as well as the Institute for Public Research. CNA develops actionable solutions to complex problems of national importance. With nearly 700 scientists, analysts and professional staff, CNA takes a real-world approach to gathering data. Its unique Field Program places analysts on aircraft carriers and military bases, in squad rooms and crisis centers, working side-by-side with operators and decision-makers around the world. CNA supports naval operations, fleet readiness and strategic competition. Its non-defense research portfolio includes criminal justice, homeland security and data management.

Evaluation reports and other materials are available upon request, on the CNA SIPRNet site, or via DTIC.

To learn more about CNA’s AM&E work, contact Dr. Kelly McCue (mccuec@cna.org) or Mr. Zack Gold (goldz@cna.org).
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